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WelcomeThank you for joining us today to talk about an important topic– Protected Health Information, also called PHI
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Today we will go through:	What PHI is and how to recognize it	Common PHI violations, and some specific behaviors and mistakes we are seeing	PHI exposure risksToday’s goal is to help you understand:	Why protecting PHI is so important	What we are asking you to do to help protect Banner Health and its patients, health plan members, and staffBut, before we get started, let’s watch a quick video [link to PHI data storage and sharing video]



What is Protected Health Information (PHI)?

PHI stands for Protected Health Information. Examples of PHI
include:

Any information that identifies an
individual and relates to their past,  
present, or future medical condition

It also includes other personal  
information, like payment  
informationPHI

We must always be aware of PHI and  
work together to protect sensitive  
information
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What is PHI?	PHI stands for Protected Health Information	It includes any information that can identify an individual and relates to their medical information as well as personal payment information	PHI can extend beyond patients to include health plan members and staffYou have probably all heard the term and taken some basic PHI privacy training, but because PHI is so prevalent, it is important to remind ourselves to always be aware



Where Can I Find PHI?

It is important to understand that PHI is everywhere

NAME

TELEPHONE
NUMBERS

POSTAL
ADDRESS EMAIL  

ADDRESS

FINGERPRINTS

SOCIAL  
SECURITY  
NUMBERS

There are 18 PHI identifiers that Banner Health professionals need
to be aware of:

MEDICAL
RECORD  

NUMBERS

ACCOUNT  
NUMBERS

FAX NUMBERS

HEALTH PLAN
BENEFICIARY NUMBERS

CERTIFICATE/LICENSE NUMBERS

VEHICLE IDENTIFIERS, SERIAL  
NUMBERS, and LICENSE  
PLATE NUMBERS

DEVICE IDENTIFIERS
and SERIAL  
NUMBERS

WEB UNIVERSAL
RESOURCE
LOCATORS (URL)

INTERNET PROTOCOL (IP)  
ADDRESSES

FULL-FACE PHOTOGRAPHS

ANY OTHER UNIQUE IDENTIFYING NUMBER,  
CHARACTERISTIC, or CODE

DATES DIRECTLY
RELATED to an  

INDIVIDUAL
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Where can you find PHI?You might think you know how to recognize PHI, but it likely includes more than you realizePHI is more than just medical charts and prescriptionsPHI includes as many as 18 identifiers:	Name	Social security number	Medical license number	Medical records	Account numbers	And many more that you can see on the screenYou likely engage with PHI in several ways to do your jobPHI is everywhere, so please be aware so you can work to protect it



What Are Some Common Mistakes When Handling PHI?

Most PHI violations are not malicious, but are the result of
unintentional human error, including:

Printing, uploading,
and distributing the
wrong patient records Forgetting to  

lock computer  
screens

Discussing patient  
information in public  

spaces

Even if it is an accident, these are all HIPAA violations!

If you accidentally access an incorrect record or mishandle information,  
please report it to your supervisor immediately
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At Banner Health, we know that no one is trying to share PHI inappropriately, but mistakes do happenWhat are some common mistakes when handling PHI?	Handing the wrong file to a patient	Uploading the wrong document to an electronic medical record	Accessing the wrong medical record	Calling in the wrong prescription	Forgetting to lock a computer screen displaying PHI	These are common mistakes that can happen when we are busy, but they are all HIPAA violationsWhat can you do?	We know you are busy doing your job, but ask that you take an extra minute to double check your work and be aware	If you accidentally mishandle PHI or witness a potential violation, report it to your supervisor immediately



What Are Other PHI Data Storage and Sharing Errors?

If you accidentally violate the guidelines above or mishandle PHI, report it to  
your supervisor immediately

The most common mistakes made when handling PHI include:

CLOUD STORAGE
• Do not store Banner  

Health information on an  
unapproved cloud  
platform

• Do not share cloud log in  
information or grant  
access to an unauthorized  
user

SOCIAL MEDIA
• Be aware of what appears  

in photo backgrounds, is  
PHI displayed?

• Do not take pictures of  
patients, even if their face  
is not visible

• Never share any sensitive  
information in a public  
forum

UNSECURE EMAIL
• Encrypt all emails  

containing sensitive  
information that you send  
to a non-Banner Health  
email address

• Do not click any links or  
download attachments in  
suspicious emails or from  
unsecure websites
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What are some other PHI data storage and sharing errors?Social media	Please follow Banner Health social media best practices, including:	Double checking photo backgrounds to ensure there is no PHI	Not accessing social media on a Banner Health device	Not sharing patient photos	Not commenting or discussing patient information in public forumsUnsecure email	Many people don’t know that not all work-related emails sent on the Banner Health system are secure	When you send email from a Banner Health network to another Banner Health email address it is automatically secure	However, if you send or receive something from outside the Banner Health network it is not, this includes other doctors, pharmacies or others who do not have a Banner Health email address	Encrypt emails you send to a non-Banner Health email address by typing *encrypt* into the body of the email	Never click links or download attachments in suspicious emails or from unsecure websites	Never auto forward your work email to your personal email accountCloud storage	Please do not store or share any Banner Health information on an unapproved cloud platform	Do not share cloud log in information or grant access to an unauthorized userIf you violate these guidelines or witness a violation, please report it to your supervisor immediately



What Are the Risks if PHI is Exposed?

If PHI is exposed and the HIPAA Privacy Rule or Security Rule is
violated, consequences can be severe, including:

• Obligation to report to Office of Civil Rights (OCR)
• Fines and sanctions
• Corrective action and compliance
• Data breaches
• Loss of trust
• Loss of brand reputation for Banner Health

Follow Information Security and Privacy policies to make sure you are  
always in compliance
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So now that you know what PHI is, and how PHI can be mishandled and become a HIPAA violation, you maybe be wondering why this mattersWhat are the risks associated with PHI exposure? PHI exposure can be a HIPAA violation	HIPAA violations can come with a steep price, including:	Obligation to report to OCR	Fines and sanctions	Corrective action and compliance	Data breaches	Loss of trust (from patients, health plan members, and staff)	Loss of brand reputationPlease refer to Information Security and Privacy policies on the Banner Health intranet to make sure you are always in compliance, including policies on:	How to handle PHI, especially as it relates to who can request and disclose records	How much PHI can be accessed, when, and by whomWhat can you do?	Make sure you follow Information Security and Privacy policy 	Following these policies protects you, the organization, and our patientsIf you have not reviewed these policies recently you can find them on the Banner Health intranet under the Policies & Procedures link

https://bannerhealth.policytech.com/


What Can I Do to Protect PHI?

Follow the Information Security and Privacy policies to make sure you are always in  
compliance

Your job is to protect Banner Health and its patients, health plan
members, and staff, which includes taking care of their PHI

Be aware when you  
handle PHI, including  

printed records,  
digital material, and  

conversations

Only use Banner  
Health approved  

systems and cloud  
platforms

Be careful of  
everything that you  

post on social media,  
and double check for  

PHI

Reach out to your  
supervisor with  

any concerns

Encrypt emails that  
you send to non-

Banner Health email  
addresses
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Hopefully you now know a little more about how to protect PHI and why it is importantAs a reminder, here are some things you can do to protect our patients, health plan members, staff, and their information, and limit mistakes:	Don’t share PHI information unless absolutely necessary and in accordance with policy	Only share information through secure channels. If you are sending emails outside the Banner Health system, make sure to encrypt them by typing *encrypt* in the body of an email message before sending	Make sure that you are double checking your work when you print records, hand patients information, upload records, access EMR, and have conversations about patients in public spaces	Only store and share Banner Health information through Banner Health approved systems and platforms	Be very careful about everything you post on social media. A lot of violations happen unintentionally, like taking a picture with co-workers and forgetting to check that patient data is not visible in the background	When in doubt, ask your supervisor!As always, follow the policy and you will be in compliance

https://bannerhealth.policytech.com/


Where Can I Find More Information?

In addition to reaching out to your supervisor, you can contact
InformationSecurity-PrivacyTrainingandAwareness@bannerhealth.com

with any questions

For more details and the latest information, refer to the Banner
Health policies located on the intranet
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For more information about the topics mentioned today:	Visit the Banner Health intranet page at https://bannerhealth.policytech.com where you can find links to the latest policies	There are several policies related to PHI data storage and sharing	The bottom line, is to always be careful and aware of when and how you engage with PHI and refer to the policy regularlyYou can also reach out to the Information Security and Privacy teams with any questions

mailto:InformationSecurity-PrivacyTrainingandAwareness@bannerhealth.com
https://bannerhealth.policytech.com/


Dissemination

• Email
• Staff Meetings
• Facility Meetings
• Department Meetings
• eNews
• Yammer
• Blog



Q&A

Questions?
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Thank you for attendingQuestions?
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